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Book 2 in The Azziarin Series.This can be read as a stand alone book. The Tureis have attacked
Earth, destroying all major cities while killing millions in the process. The buildings lie in shambles
while they rape Earth of it natural resources. Humans are used as slaves, while the women are sold
off planet in a black market.Chloe, only daughter of an ex-Navy seal, has gotten tired of hiding.
Sheâ€™s decided to take matters into her own hands and has been fighting back. After taking one
too many chances, sheâ€™s hit from behind while taking on a couple of Tureis and thrown into a
cell on board their ship.Dazz, Commander of the Defender, is on his way to the Dreama Sector to
help his brother, Jakke. Their younger brother, Takkeo, is missing and Dazz will do anything to get
him back.When a Tureis ship exits a wormhole, the Defender fires, disabling the enemy ship.
Searching the vessel, he finds an unknown species chained to the floor. Little does he know that the
mating fever has started!To be together, Dazz and Chloe have many obstacles to
overcome!30,000+ words plus two chapters of Ambriel! For mature readers only.
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I really liked Jakke, but this book has a lot of problems. I can only describe the writing as awkward,

mixed in with way too many ! And ?! Marks, really distracting, and the mark of a new writer. I want to
give a higher rating, but this book was just rough. I can, definitely recommend reading the first book,
but this one isn't worth the money. Honestly, even if you liked the first, this is one to skip. The
editing missed a lot, so if correct grammar is important, this book might annoy you.

I did really enjoy this 2nd book but it really needs a good going over just way to many simple errors
that a good editing would have picked up eg: lean instead of learn just simple stuff all through the
book. And at the end of book one Sydney had her baby and in this book she hasn't. The story itself
good I just wish the girls would at least want to fix their own planet up too.... But perhaps the next
story?

Ok. I like Dazz better than Jakke. Dazzling is sweet. He not one time tried to deny how he felt about
Chloe. She took out several enemies while saving Dazz. He was so proud of her. He at least
warned her about the Consorts and she demonstrated how devastating it was to see her with
another man. That did it. I really hate Cassia. Can't wait for the next book. I love this series.

WOW, second book better than the first. Less erotica and more story.Now we are getting to know
the Azziarins,, can't figure out pronunciation. I enjoy each of the characters we are getting to know. I
have friends that remind me of the mates and others that fit different characters. Now we have bad
guys and the suspense is killing me. I have a guess but will let you know when I do.Author, Hannah
Davenport has combined action, adventure, suspense, mystery, romance (the good kind that makes
you want your own Azziarin) and danger with stronger females (oh for gosh sakes "women, we call
them on Earth".) The pieces all come together now in a plot of good versus evil. This is romance
with a great plot line.I can enthusiastically recommend this series so far. I am really enjoying the
story. I will begin the next book after writing this review. The only annoying thing that made this a 4
instead of 5 is the editing. Need some work there. But all the rest is great. I recommend that you
read the books in order as you will enjoy the story much more.KUDOS MS. DAVENPORT ON A
TALE WELL TOLD.

Loved this one!Wow a lot of luke warm reviews. Yes, it needs editing. Not a big deal to me. I'd
rather read the story.So:Daz and Chole are both strong characters. Chole wakes up and
immediately starts fighting the enemy. Wow - my kind of kick-butt h. Daz is tough but he is fair.
There is no doubt that Daz completely loves Chole and I had a fun time trying to guess which male

would end up with Mara. So lots of action, bad guys, sex, consistories and more... I like this one so
much - I'll probably buy it! Awesome book.Characters - Amazing job. I loved them both.Sex - OK,
like the last book not as descriptive as normal but no biggieRe-read - oh yes, this one will be re-read
a lotTotal - Love itI also loved reading Daz's thoughts and then Chole's thoughts.

This is the second book I have read from this author and I am very pleased with the story. I liked this
book better than Jakke because Dazz was sincere in his feelings and did not lie or try to hide
anything from Chloe. Eventhough Jakke was the oldest, I felt that Dazz was more mature. Dazz
enjoyed the fact that Chloe was a strong woman and he didn't try to change anything about her. He
seems to generally care for people unless they betray him. This story coinsides with the first book. It
seems to only be a few days behind where the other book started. There is plenty of action with the
evil alien race that is trying to kidnap human women. There is also traitors that add more enemies to
the story. I can't wait to find our which brother is next. Maybe Collin since no one has had any
contact with him?

After reading the first book, I was looking forward to reading the second and Dazz did not
disappoint. From the first moment Dazz and Chloe meet there was a chemistry neither tried to deny.
He was honest with her about his lifestyle and she even taught him a lesson about what's good for
the goose....Even though she is a fighter and quite independent, she still manages to get kidnapped
twice! Hopefully more of the subplot of ruling overthrow will be explained in book three. I can't wait.

I read the book through Kindle Unlimited. It is on my to buy list.This was a pretty good book. I liked it
much better than Jakke. There was actual adult communication and interaction between the
characters. It was not as fleshed out as some books but what we had was quality. The concept was
good. The book built on the first. I just adore that she wrote common sense into this genre. I will
keep an eye out for any other books from here.
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